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THE PROGRAM FOR THE INTERNATIONAL SUMMIT AND FOR THIS NATIONAL SHOWCASE AND FORUM GIVE AMPLE TESTIMONY TO OUR CONTINUED COMMITMENT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT MENTAL RETARDATION AND, TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, PREVENT ITS OCCURRENCE. SINCE THE LAST SUMMIT, SOME FIVE YEARS AGO, THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY AND THE HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL SERVICES COMMUNITY HAVE MADE TREMENDOUS STRIDES IN EXPANDING OUR KNOWLEDGE BASE AND IN EXTENDING OUR RANGE OF SERVICE OPTIONS.

I THINK WE ARE DOING A MUCH BETTER JOB THAN EVER BEFORE IN RESEARCH AND IN PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO THE MENTALLY RETARDED AND THEIR FAMILIES. WE HAVE EVERY REASON TO BE HOPEFUL AND TO BE OPTIMISTIC...BUT WITH A TOUCH OF CAUTION NEVERTHELESS.

MENTAL RETARDATION STILL POSES MORE QUESTIONS THAN WE HAVE ANSWERS. ITS BASIC MECHANISMS ARE STILL WRAPPED IN MYSTERY. AND AS WE CONTINUE TO PROBE, WE ARE SOMETIMES OVERWHELMED BY THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE FIELD OF STUDY BEFORE US. THIS SINGLE AREA OF RESEARCH AND STUDY CAN REVEAL SO MUCH TO US OF THE NATURE OF THE HUMAN CONDITION -- THE COMPLEXITY...AND THE JOY...AND THE BURDEN.

THINKING ABOUT THIS ASPECT OF OUR WORK, I WAS REMINDED OF THE REMARK BY THE PHILOSOPHER WILLIAM JAMES. HE TRIED TO SEARCH BEYOND THE BRIGHT FACE THAT MOST PEOPLE PRESENT TO THE WORLD. JAMES FELT THAT "IN THE DEEPEST HEART OF ALL OF US THERE IS A CORNER IN WHICH THE ULTIMATE MYSTERY OF THINGS WORKS SADLY."
FOR CENTURIES, WHEN CONFRONTED BY MENTAL RETARDATION, PEOPLE HAVE BEEN PUZZLED, FRUSTRATED, AND SADDENED. GRADUALLY, OVER TIME, THOSE FEELINGS HAVE BEEN CHANGING. TODAY, EVEN THOUGH WE STILL HAVE MUCH TO LEARN ABOUT MENTAL RETARDATION, WE ARE FAR MORE UNDERSTANDING AND ACCEPTING OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED. WHAT'S MORE, WE NOW THINK IN TERMS OF THEIR INTEGRATION INTO THE NORMAL LIFE OF OUR SOCIETY.

FROM MY READING OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL SUMMIT, I THINK THIS FEELING WAS EVIDENT IN 1977. IT IS CERTAINLY WITH US TODAY. IT IS ALSO EVIDENT IN THE WAY THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON MENTAL RETARDATION APPROACHED ITS 1981 ANNUAL REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT. I LIKE THE POSITIVE, WELL-DOCUMENTED CASE MADE IN THAT REPORT FOR GREATER INTEGRATION OF MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS INTO THE AMERICAN WORKFORCE. AS SECRETARY SCHWEIKER SAYS, "GIVEN TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT, RETARDED CITIZENS, ONCE THOUGHT OF AS BEING DEPENDENT FOR LIFE, CAN REACH INCREASED LEVELS OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE, WHICH MAY EQUAL THOSE OF AVERAGE CITIZENS."

THE 1981 REPORT OF THE P.C.M.R. IS ONE EXAMPLE OF OUR COMMITMENT TO BRING MORE OF OUR MENTALLY RETARDED CITIZENS INTO THE MAINSTREAM OF AMERICAN LIFE. FORTUNATELY IT IS NOT THE ONLY EXAMPLE. THIS THEME CAN BE READ IN A VARIETY OF REPORTS OF WHAT GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN DOING AS WELL AS WHAT IT HOPES TO GET DONE. JUST SUCH A DOCUMENT THAT POINTS TO THE FUTURE IS THE FIVE-YEAR RESEARCH PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT.
OF THE 15 RESEARCH GOALS FOR MENTAL RETARDATION IN THAT PLAN, FOUR ARE DEDICATED TO "AMELIORATION AND REHABILITATION." WE HOPE THAT THE NEW KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPED UNDER THIS HEADING SHOULD FURTHER ENABLE RETARDED PERSONS TO MAKE "AN OPTIMAL ADJUSTMENT TO COMMUNITY LIFE," IN THE WORDS OF THE N.I.C.H.D. RESEARCH STEERING COMMITTEE.

THOSE ARE VERY ENCOURAGING WORDS. THEY DEMONSTRATE THAT THE MARRIAGE BETWEEN THE BIOMEDICAL AND THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES IS NOT ONLY INTACT BUT IT IS BEING CONTINUALLY STRENGTHENED BY THE INSTITUTE, ITS CONTRACTORS, AND ITS GRANTEES. GRANTED, THERE IS STILL MUCH THAT WE NEED TO LEARN ABOUT DOWN SYNDROME AND THE "FRAGILE X" SYNDROME, ABOUT CYTOGENETICS AND DEVELOPMENTAL NEUROLOGY. BUT A HUMAN BEING IS MUCH MORE THAN JUST A "GENETIC AGGREGATE" OR A NETWORK OF INFORMATION TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS.

THE LATE DR. RENE DUBOS WROTE THAT "EACH HUMAN BEING IS UNIQUE, UNPRECEDENTED, UNREPEATABLE." BUT DUBOS WAS EVEN MORE SPECIFIC. HE SAID WE RECOGNIZED EACH UNIQUE HUMAN BEING "BY HIS VOICE, HIS FACIAL EXPRESSIONS, AND THE WAY HE WALKS -- AND EVEN MORE BY HIS CREATIVE RESPONSES TO SURROUNDINGS AND EVENTS." IN OTHER WORDS, PEOPLE DO INTERACT WITH THEIR HUMAN AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS...AND THE WAY THEY INTERACT TELLS US A GREAT DEAL ABOUT WHO THEY ARE.

THIS LEVEL OF SENSITIVITY LIES MUCH CLOSER TO THE SOURCE OF THE "MYSTERIES" WE PURSUE IN MEDICINE, WHAT DUBOS CALLS "THE SCIENCE OF HUMAN LIFE." FORTUNATELY, OUR COLLEAGUES IN THE N.I.C.H.D. ARE AWARE
OF THAT AND THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE KNOWS IT, TOO. HOW IMPORTANT
THAT UNDERSTANDING IS FOR THE FUTURE...THE DECADES AHEAD...WHEN
SOCIETY WILL GARNER THE BENEFITS OF TODAY'S RESEARCH AND DETECTION
SERVICES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED.

I AM EMPHASIZING THE BIOBEHAVIORAL ASPECT OF RESEARCH AND SERVICE
BECAUSE THAT'S THE BASIS UPON WHICH A GREAT DEAL OF OUR PREVENTION
EFFORT IS MOUNTED. IT MORE CLOSELY REFLECTS THE TOTAL HUMAN EXPERI-
ENCE. FOR EXAMPLE, IF WE IDENTIFY A LINK BETWEEN CERTAIN MATERNAL
NUTRITION DEFICITS AND THE APPEARANCE OF MENTAL RETARDATION IN OFF-
SPRING, HOW THEN DO WE CONVINCE PREGNANT WOMEN TO MAINTAIN A CERTAIN
NUTRITIONAL BALANCE IN THEIR DIET? AGAIN, AFTER WE IDENTIFY THE LINK
BETWEEN HERPES AND INJURY TO THE DEVELOPING FETUS, HOW DO WE BREAK THE
CHAIN OF HERPES TRANSMISSIONS AMONG POTENTIAL PARENTS?

THESE QUESTIONS -- AND MANY OTHERS LIKE THEM -- PRESENT BOTH A
BIOMEDICAL AND THE BEHAVIORAL CHALLENGE TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH PRACTI-
TIONER, PARTICULARLY THOSE OF US CONCERNED WITH THE RETARDED.

THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, WITH THE STRONG
SUPPORT OF THE PRESIDENT, IS PURSUING THIS TYPE OF OVERALL PREVENTION
AND HEALTH PROMOTION STRATEGY. WHILE SOME ELEMENTS OF THE STRATEGY MAY
BE MORE APPROPRIATE FOR THE AGED OR FOR ADOLESCENTS, A NUMBER OF EL-
EMENTS DIRECTLY RELATE TO THE PREVENTION OF MENTAL RETARDATION OR TO
PREVENTING OR CONTROLLING THE STRESSES THAT MAY OCCUR AMONG A RETARDED
PERSON'S FAMILY.
IT IS NOT COMMON THESE DAYS TO FIND A GOVERNMENT PROGRAM THAT IS NEW AND IS ALSO EXPANDING. YET, THAT IS THE NATURE OF THE COMMITMENT THAT THE PREVENTION PROGRAM HAS IN OUR DEPARTMENT. AS YOU KNOW, THE ESSENTIAL STRENGTH OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE IS BEING MAINTAINED. THAT EFFORT, HOWEVER, ALSO INCLUDES THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW KNOWLEDGE RELATED TO PREVENTION.

LET ME AMPLIFY THAT STATEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING FEW NUMBERS:

0 THE RESEARCH BUDGET FOR THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH IS PROJECTED TO RISE BY ABOUT $109 MILLION IN FISCAL 1983, PROVIDING CONTINUED STRONG SUPPORT FOR BIOMEDICAL AND SOME BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH...

0 THE RESEARCH BUDGET FOR THE ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE, AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, WHERE MOST OF OUR BEHAVIORAL AND SOME OF OUR BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH IS CARRIED ON, IS PROJECTED TO RISE ABOUT $27 MILLION IN THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR...

0 BUT ALL RESEARCH, SERVICE, AND INFORMATION ACTIVITIES COMBINED THAT ARE RELATED TO THE PREVENTION INITIATIVE WILL RISE ABOUT $870 MILLION, A 4.5 PERCENT INCREASE OVER LAST YEAR -- AND THIS ALL COMES AT A TIME WHEN MOST FEDERAL ACTIVITIES ARE BEING HELD AT PRESENT LEVELS OR BEING TRIMMED TO LOWER, SMALLER LEVELS.
THE CLEAR MESSAGE FROM THIS SHOULD BE THAT THE ADMINISTRATION IS TRULY PUTTING ITS MONEY WHERE ITS RHETORIC IS.

SECRETARY SCHWEIKER PROMISED THAT, UNDER HIS STEWARDSHIP OF OUR DEPARTMENT, PREVENTION WOULD BE PUT AT THE VERY TOP OF THE FEDERAL HEALTH AGENDA. AND HE'S DONE EXACTLY THAT. HE HAS ALSO INVITED THE PRIVATE SECTOR -- NON-PROFIT AND PROFIT-MAKING ORGANIZATIONS ALIKE -- TO JOIN IN AND HELP. AND THERE IS ALREADY A GROWING LIST OF PROFESSIONAL, VOLUNTARY, AND TRADE ASSOCIATIONS THAT ARE TAKING PART IN THIS TRULY NATIONAL STRATEGY OF PREVENTION AND HEALTH PROMOTION.

AS FOR MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH IN PARTICULAR, THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE IS ONE OF MORE THAN 50 NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS WHO HAVE JOINED TOGETHER IN A NATIONWIDE PROGRAM CALLED "HEALTHY MOTHERS, HEALTHY BABIES." THIS UNUSUAL COALITION IS FOLLOWING A SIX-POINT PROGRAM EMPHASIZING PRENATAL CARE, GOOD NUTRITION, AND GOOD FOLLOW-THROUGH FOR MEDICAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES AS MAY BE REQUIRED FOLLOWING DELIVERY.

BY 1985, WITH THE HELP OF THE "HEALTHY MOTHERS, HEALTHY BABIES" PROGRAM AND OTHER EFFORTS AROUND THE COUNTRY, WE HOPE TO ACHIEVE TWO IMPORTANT GOALS. I THINK THEY ARE OF SPECIAL IMPORTANCE TO THIS MEETING. THEY ARE...

* ...TO INCREASE THE AWARENESS OF WOMEN OF CHILDBEARING AGE OF THE RISKS TO PREGNANCY ASSOCIATED WITH SMOKING, INCLUDING THE RISKS OF LOWER BIRTH WEIGHT, SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, AND FETAL DEATH...
...and to increase the proportion of women of childbearing age who are aware of the risks associated with pregnancy and drinking, in particular the risk of delivering a child exhibiting "fetal alcohol syndrome."

But smoking and immoderate drinking are not the only preventable agents adversely affecting a pregnancy. Other environmental factors may come into play as well: toxic agents in the home or work place, lead levels in the air, and certain potential contaminants of drinking water are others. Infectious diseases, including the whole range of sexually transmitted diseases, are other factors. Accidents suffered by the pregnant woman while riding in a car or while at work -- or any serious physical trauma, for that matter -- may also have an adverse effect, causing retardation of the infant. And the research is continuing regarding the effects of genetic factors, prematurity, family poverty, and metabolic disorders.

Not all these can be prevented. I would go even further and say that probably none can be prevented by the government, although federal action may well exert a strong influence on outcomes. I'm thinking, for example, of the government interest in lead levels in the air, in maximum speed limits on interstate highways, in stopping the spread of infectious diseases through mass vaccination, or in monitoring the workplace for the presence of teratogenic substances.
THAT MAY BE TRUE. BUT THE PRIMARY FEDERAL ROLE IS IN THE SUPPORT OF RESEARCH. AND IN THAT CASE, THE LEAD AGENCY WOULD APPEAR TO BE THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT. IN JUST FIVE DAYS THE N.I.C.H.D. WILL CELEBRATE ITS 20TH ANNIVERSARY. IN THE COURSE OF ITS LIFE SO FAR, THE INSTITUTE HAS MADE MANY CONTRIBUTIONS TO IMPROVE MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH IN GENERAL, AND SEVERAL SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE DETECTION, CONTROL, OR PREVENTION OF MENTAL RETARDATION.


IN THE PAST FEW MINUTES I THINK I'VE TOUCHED, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ON MOST OF THE MAJOR PREVENTION ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE TO US:

* IMPROVED PRENATAL CARE...
SPECIFIC ATTENTION TO THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF THE PREMATURE...

APPROPRIATE GENETIC COUNSELING...

IMMUNIZATION, ESPECIALLY RUBELLA...

AND THE PREVENTION OF FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME.

I DID NOT MENTION -- BUT I AM AWARE OF -- THE NEED TO GUARD AGAINST HEAD INJURIES TO CHILDREN, WHICH MEANS THE PREVENTION OR, AT LEAST, THE REDUCTION OF ACCIDENTS, PLUS ADDITIONAL ATTENTION TO THE PROBLEM OF CHILD ABUSE OR KERNICTERUS PREVENTION WITH IMMUNOGLOBULIN AFTER APPROPRIATE TESTS FOR RH ANTIBODIES.

ALTHOUGH THERE IS A WEALTH OF MATERIAL, ALREADY WIDELY PUBLISHED, ON THE DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF MENTAL RETARDATION AMONG THE NEWBORN AND WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT, THERE IS STILL VERY LITTLE IN THE LITERATURE THAT DEALS WITH THE PROBLEMS OF PREVENTING OTHER KINDS OF DISABILITIES AND DISEASES FROM ATTACKING THE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILD OR ADULT. ADDED TO THIS IS THE FACT THAT WE STILL DO NOT FULLY UNDERSTAND HOW THE RETARDED AND THEIR FAMILIES RESPOND TO ALL THE USUAL LIFE-CYCLE EVENTS.

IT'S POSSIBLE THAT, ALONG THE WAY, WE MAY HAVE BEEN GUILTY OF COMPARTMENTALIZING OUR INTERESTS... OF MAINTAINING TOO NARROW AND TOO RIGID A FOCUS ON THE PREVENTION OF MENTAL RETARDATION PER SE. AS A RESULT, WE KNOW VERY LITTLE ABOUT REDUCING THE RISKS AND HEALTH
HAZARDS TO THE RETARDED PERSON WHO IS IN THE MIDST OF LIFE. I THINK WE MAY HAVE MISSED EXPLORING FURTHER THIS "SCIENCE OF HUMAN LIFE," ABOUT WHICH RENE DUBOS WROTE SO ELOQUENTLY. IN THE NEXT FEW MINUTES I'D LIKE TO TALK ABOUT THIS PARTICULAR ASPECT OF THE PREVENTION CHALLENGE...A CHALLENGE THAT IS JUST BEGINNING TO TAKE SHAPE ON THE RESEARCH HORIZON.

A FEW MOMENTS AGO, I MENTIONED THAT ONE OF OUR MAIN GOALS SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE THE INTEGRATION, TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED INTO THE MAINSTREAM OF AMERICAN LIFE. I SAY "TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE" BECAUSE WE MUST ACKNOWLEDGE THE EXCEPTIONAL CHALLENGES PRESENTED BY THE SEVERELY OR PROFOUNDLY RETARDED -- CHALLENGES WHICH HAVE MORE TO DO WITH ELEMENTAL SURVIVAL THAN WITH SUCH ISSUES AS SOCIALIZATION OR THE QUALITY OF LIFE.

BUT, WITH JUST THAT ONE QUALIFICATION, WE NEED TO LOOK MORE CLOSELY AT THE KINDS OF RISKS THAT INTEGRATION ITSELF MAY PRESENT TO THE MILDLY RETARDED. THESE PERSONS ARE THE VAST MAJORITY, FORMING ABOUT 80 PERCENT OF THE RETARDED POPULATION. IT ALSO HAPPENS THAT A DISPROPORTIONATE NUMBER IS FOUND AMONG POPULATIONS DISADVANTAGED BY POVERTY OR GEOGRAPHY OR WHO HAVE BEEN VICTIMS OF RACIAL OR ETHNIC DISCRIMINATION. NEVERTHELESS, I THINK WE CAN -- AND WE SHOULD -- BEGIN NOW TO BUILD A NEW STRATEGY -- WHAT I WOULD CALL A "SECOND STRATEGY" -- OF PREVENTION THAT COULD BENEFIT RETARDED PERSONS AS THEY BECOME INTEGRATED INTO THE WORLD OF WORK, INTO THE LIFE OF THE FAMILIES THEY COME FROM, AND INTO THE LIVES OF THE FAMILIES THAT THEY THEMSELVES MAY CHOOSE TO FORM.
I also think we might reap a kind of "bonus" from this "second strategy" of prevention and health promotion. That bonus would be the potential for reinforcing a number of important prevention and health promotion concepts among the people who employ or in some way support the retarded individual. They, of course, also represent a much larger population.

Let me offer this example:

We know that weight control is important for the retarded individual, since obesity can interfere with work and family life and increase the risk of cardiovascular disease. But obesity is as much a health hazard to the person with an I.Q. of less than 80 as it is to a person with an I.Q. of 80 or above. If we can develop nutrition programs that are effective for the retarded, establishing diet routines they will accept and follow, I should imagine the results would also influence and benefit the care-takers and employers...the very people who would relay those programs to the retarded.

But I don't wish to dwell on this. It would be, as I indicated, only a bonus. The importance of this "second strategy" is quite simply what it can do for the retarded person alone. In addition to nutrition I believe we need to adapt our entire prevention strategy to meet the needs of the retarded individuals and their families wherever that can be done:
o WE NEED TO EMPHASIZE DENTAL HEALTH, PHYSICAL FITNESS, AND EXERCISE...

o WE MUST BE VIGILANT REGARDING THE USE OF TOBACCO AND ALCOHOL...

o WE MUST BE EQUALLY VIGILANT CONCERNING SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE...

o AND WE NEED TO WORK COOPERATIVELY WITH EMPLOYERS REGARDING SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE.

I WILL ADMIT THAT THESE ARE EXTRAORDINARY CHALLENGES. FOR EXAMPLE, ONE OF THE MOST COMMON TENDENCIES AMONG THE RETARDED IS THEIR INABILITY TO IDENTIFY AND RESOLVE PROBLEMS, TO ORGANIZE INFORMATION IN A WAY THAT ISOLATES AND RESPONDS TO A PARTICULAR PROBLEM. THE RETARDED ALSO HAVE SERIOUS MEMORY DEFICITS, SHORTER ATTENTION SPANS, AND DIFFICULTY TRANSFERRING SKILLS AND BEHAVIORS FROM ONE ACTIVITY TO ANOTHER.

YOU KNOW THESE THINGS, OF COURSE, BUT I AM RE-STATING THEM HERE BECAUSE THEY ARE SKILLS THAT ARE DIRECTLY RELEVANT TO HEALTH PROMOTION AND THE PREVENTION OF DISEASE AND DISABILITY. AND THAT'S WHY THE CHALLENGE IS SO GREAT. NEVERTHELESS, I BELIEVE THAT IF WE COULD ACCOMPLISH THIS "SECOND STRATEGY" OF PREVENTION AMONG THE RETARDED, WE WOULD
AT THE SAME TIME LEARN A GREAT DEAL ABOUT HOW TO DELIVER THE ESSENCE OF OUR PREVENTION MESSAGE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC. IN OTHER WORDS, WE MIGHT LEARN QUITE A FEW THINGS THAT WOULD MAKE OUR "FIRST STRATEGY" THAT MUCH MORE EFFECTIVE.

IN ADDITION, I BELIEVE WE NEED TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE DYNAMICS WITHIN THE FAMILIES IN WHICH THERE IS A RETARDED INDIVIDUAL. I KNOW FROM PERSONAL OBSERVATION THAT THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF THOSE FAMILIES ARE MADE UP OF LOVING AND DEEPLY CARING PEOPLE. BUT I ALSO KNOW THAT THEY OFTEN FUNCTION UNDER GREAT PERSONAL AND INTERPERSONAL STRESS... THAT THE SAME HIGH-RISK HEALTH ISSUES OF ALCOHOL, AUTO SAFETY, AND NUTRITION, FOR EXAMPLE, MAY BE AGGRAVATED FOR THOSE DEVOTED CARE-TAKERS.

WE HAVE CONCLUDED -- AND CORRECTLY, IN MY OPINION -- THAT AN INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT MAY BE A VERY POOR ANSWER FOR MOST MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS. AND WE'VE GONE ON TO THE NEXT STEP. WE HAVE ENCOURAGED FAMILIES TO TAKE CARE OF THE MEMBERS WHO ARE RETARDED. WE'VE ASKED COMMUNITIES...NEIGHBORHOODS...TO BE ACCEPTING OF THESE HUMAN BEINGS. BUT WE PUBLIC HEALTH PROFESSIONALS HAVE NOT ALWAYS BEEN FORTH-COMING WITH THE KIND OF HELP THAT MAKES FAMILY LIFE REALLY LIVABLE WITH A RETARDED PERSON.

THESE ARE THINGS WE WILL KNOW MORE ABOUT, AS WE PUT MORE RESOURCES INTO LONGITUDINAL STUDIES, FOLLOWING RETARDED PERSONS THROUGH PERSONAL AND FAMILY LIFE-CYCLES, UNDERSTANDING THE HOME-TO-SCHOOL TRANSITIONS, THE SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITIONS, KNOWING MORE ABOUT THEIR EFFORTS TO
Replicate family life for themselves. And in the course of reviewing the results of these long-term studies, we might very well begin to build the framework for this "second strategy." We just might learn how to help the retarded take advantage of the same basic knowledge of prevention as the general public and thus assure themselves of an added dimension to the quality of their lives.

Underneath all these questions and concepts and strategies I believe there is a very powerful idea that is shared by everyone in public health. It is the notion that each person is special and is worth our very best...our most professional...our most dedicated attention. Knowing someone's I.Q. level or some other score may help us determine how we might best deliver our information or our service. But that knowledge cannot determine whether we will be of service. It is understood that we will be of service...and that's important.

The great Spanish writer Ortega y Gasset phrased it in a special way, and I'd like to leave it with you this morning. He said, "Living is precisely the inexorable necessity to make oneself determinate, to enter into an exclusive destiny..." I think we in medicine and public health accept the fact that every person -- whatever his or her I.Q. level or mental competence -- everyone has an "exclusive destiny," something unique and special and one's own. If I'm not mistaken, that is probably the core of this second international summit and national showcase and forum.

Thank you.
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